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 Choose the right option   

I. Read the passage and choose the correct Option   

              Just then, something happened in the room. At first Kali didn’t 

understand it, arms and legs flew, bodies ran, tumbled over each other, fell ran 

some more. There were shouts from all directions. “Help! Help! Teacher, 

help!” But the teacher was under his table. Eyes and hands pointed to the 

ceiling. Now Kali understood. 

 

21. Who shouted “Help! Help! Teacher, help !”  

 a) drivers b) watchmen 

c) Students d) Principal 
 

 

22. Where was the teachers ?   

 a) Under his table b) Over his table 

c) Under his chair d) Over his chair  
 

 

23. Why were eyes and hands pointed to the ceiling ?   

 a) the ceiling was falling b) the ceiling was very high 

c) there was a lizard in the 

ceiling 

d) there was a Snake in the seiling 

 

 

   

II Read the passage and choose the correct option.   

        Anything added into the environment that results in producing harmful or 

poisonous effect on living things is called pollution. Pollution is the process 

that makes nature’s resources such as land, water, air or other parts of the 

environment unsafe or unsuitable to use. 
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24. What is this passage about ?  

 a) Water b) Pollution 

c) Living things  d) Nature’s resources  
 

 

25. Which natural resources can become unsafe for use ?   

 a) Land, water, Air b) Plants, animals , air 

c) Land, Water, Plants  d) Living things, Water, Air  
 

 

   

III Complete the conversation by choosing the correct option in question 6, 7 and 

8  

 

 Grocer   :   What do you want ? 

Lila        :    6 

Grocer    :   How will you pay ?  

Lila        :     7 

Grocer   :      8 

Lila       :     Thank you 

 

26.   

 a) Mangoes and paper b) Oranges and shoes 

c) Bread and biscuit d) Clothes and bed sheet  
 

 

27.   

 a) goods b) cash 

c) grain d) ticket  
 

 

28.   

 a) take the ticket b) take the pass 

c) take the seat d) take the bill 
 

 

   

IV Answer the questions  by choosing the correct option.   

29. Which is an interrogative sentence ?   

 a) Such a big whale it was ! b) She is very beautiful  

c) I will not eat today d) Can I have your pen ?  
 

 

   



30. Which sentence has a possessive noun ?   

 a) My father bought a book b) This is my father’s book 

c) My father reads books d) The book belongs to my father 
 

 

31. The indirect speech of  she said, “I am sorry.”   

 a) She said that she was sorry b) She said that I am sorry 

c) She said that I was sorry d) She said that she is sorry 
 

 

32. Fill in the blanks with simple past tense.  

   I ……………… the Puzzle  

 

 a) been solving  b) solved  

c) had been solving d) solve  
 

 

33. The Sentence in ‘simple future tense’, is -  

 a) We went to the party with our 

friends 

b) We had gone to the party with our 

friends 

c) We will go to the party with 

our friends 

d) We are going to the party with our 

friends 
 

 

   

V Answer the questions by choosing the correct option.   

34. What did Grandma remind Sheha ?   

 a) It was Friday and she had to 

fast 

b) It was Friday and she had to party 

c) It was Friday and she had to 

cook 

d) It was Friday and she had to do 

shopping 
 

 

35. What was the name of Hari’s Village ?   

 a) Bombay b) Black Horse  

c) Thul d) Sri Krishna  
 

 

36. The Phogat sisters are associated with -  

 a) Tennis b) Cricket 

c) Badminton d) Wrestling  
 

 

37. What did the guards do beyond the garden wall ?   

 a) Hide the beautiful machine of 

paper and reeds 

b) Burn the beautiful machine of 

paper and reeds 

c) Fly the beautiful machine of 

paper and reeds 

d) Preserve the beautiful machine of 

paper and reeds 
 

 



38. Who said, “You shall live until the day you die, and not one day longer.”  

 a) King John b) About of Canterbury 

c) Shepherd  d) Brave Knights  
 

 

39. What does the child mention about his mother’s caring hands ?   

 a) They are like heaven b) They are like sunrise 

c) They are like moon night d) They are like temple. 
 

 

40. Why did the birds drop the eggs themselves ?   

 a) The nest was broken b) They were tainted 

c) The chicks had come out d) They were very small 
 

 

   

 



 

 

Answer Key  

21 - C 

22 - A 

23 - D 

24 - B 

25 - A 

26 - C 

27 - B 

28 - D 

29 - D 

30 - B 

31 - A 

32 - B 

33 - C 

34 - A 

35 - C 

36 - D 

37 - B 

38 - C 

39 - A 

40 - B 

 


